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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Let me elaborate on that…

We haven’t found Supersymmetry

We haven’t found Dark Matter either
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The Standard Model describes very well measurements at 
colliders… 
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DM plot

Nevertheless, we know something else is out there 
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is it something that can be produced at colliders ? 

SM

SM DM

DM

Collider production

Scatter  
(direct detection)

Annihilation  
(indirect detection)

we don’t know - but we should pursue all avenues to discover the 
nature of Dark Matter 



S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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CMS DM summary plots 

ATLAS corresponding plot in backup and here 
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Observed
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Phys. Rev. D 100 (2019) 112007
)-1 (77 fbBoosted dijet

Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 201801
)-1 (19.7 fbDijet w/ btag

Phys. Lett. B 805 (2020) 135448
)-1 (18.3 fbDijet w/ ISR j

JHEP 05 (2020) 033
JHEP 08 (2018) 130

)-1 (35.9-137 fbDijet

JHEP 11 (2021) 153
)-1 (137 fbDM + j/V(qq)

JHEP 02 (2019) 074
)-1 (35.9 fbγDM + 

Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 13
)-1 (137 fbDM + Z(ll)

 DM = 2 mmedm

 0.12≥ 2 hcΩ

Axial-vector mediator
Dirac DM

 = 1.0
DM

g
  = 0.25qg
 = 0
l

g

Preliminary

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/


ATLAS MONO-TOP

Targets vector and scalar 
mediators coupling to Dark 
Matter

Selection : top tagged large-
R jet, large missing 
momentum ETMiss. BDT 
separates signal and 
background

Background MC normalized 
in Control Regions
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arXiv:2402.16561 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


ATLAS MONO-TOP

2 models with 4 
parameters (mediator 
and DM masses, quark 
and DM couplings) 

Limits in various 2D 
projections
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arXiv:2402.16561 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


ATLAS DARK HIGGS IN BB

Model with Dark Higgs, 
mediator, DM particle

ETMiss + bb resonance, first 
search for mbb<150 GeV and not 
from SM h.  

Large R jet with novel dedicated 
Xbb tagging (gives access to low 
masses) or 2 resolved b jets

Backgrounds normalized in 1L, 
2L CRs
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New! ATLAS-CONF-2024-004 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2024-004/


ATLAS DARK HIGGS IN BB

Limits in various 2D slices of parameter space
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mS = 70 GeV
gq = 0.25
sin theta = 0.01
gχ varied to match relic 
density

New! ATLAS-CONF-2024-004

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2024-004/


ATLAS LOW MASS DI-JETS

Using an ISR jet or 
photon to trigger and 
access lower mass 
mediators 

Resonance in inclusive or 
b-tagged resolved jets : 
four channels ( jj, bb, jjj, 
jbb)

Fit smoothly falling mjj 

spectrum 

γ γ
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arXiv:2403.08547

See here for the CMS jet  resonance 
search with data scouting 

New!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.08547
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-21-004/index.html


ATLAS LOW MASS DI-JETS
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arXiv:2403.08547

Trigger level  
analysis

New!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.08547


CMS DI-JETS SUMMARY
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CMS-EXO-23-007New!

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2892672/files/2403.16134.pdf


CMS DARK HIGGS IN WW 
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arXiv:2310.12229  

Target : Dark Sector with 
Z’, Dark Higgs, and Dark 
Matter  

WW+MET in lνqq and 2l 
channels

Prompt lepton background 
from MC, normalized in 
region inverting the SR cuts

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.12229


CMS DARK HIGGS IN WW 
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Target : Dark Sector with 
Z’, Dark Higgs, and Dark 
Matter  

WW+ ETMiss in lνqq and 2l 
channels

Prompt lepton background 
from MC, normalized in 
region inverting the SR cuts

arXiv:2310.12229  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.12229


CMS DARK HIGGS IN WW 
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arXiv:2310.12229  

s decays to χχ	
for	ms	>	2	mχ 

mZ’ < 2mW	+	
2mχ 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.12229


CMS NEW RESULT !

New bb+pTmiss search, targeting 2HDM+a model 

Dedicated talk of Praveen Tiwari  in today’s YSF session
17
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New!

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221268641930161X?via%3Dihub


SUPERSYMMETRY
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) 
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Process:              [2] 
!  R-parity, PR=(-1)3(B-L)+2S, conservation is assumed  
!  The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable 
!  The lightest neutralino is the  LSP  
!  Final state characterized by: 

"  at least four jets; 
"  large missing transverse energy 

t̃1 ! t(⇤)�̃0
1

Two different analysis strategies targeting respectively: 
"  High top-squark masses ~ 1000 GeV: 

#  the dominant Standard Model process is              in association with jets initiated by 
heavy-flavor quarks; 

#  the reconstruction of the two top candidates is performed by applying the anti-kt 
clustering algorithm to the R=0.4 jets using reclustered distance parameters of R=0.8 
and R=1.2; 

#  Two R=1.2 reclustered jets are required; 
#  the events are divided into three categories based on  the resulting reclustered jet 

masses                 : 
•  events with 2 top candidates, 
•  events with one top and a W candidate, 
•  events with only one top candidate. 

"                         : 
#  signal topology very similar to Standard Model (SM)     production; 
#  the presence of an high-momentum ISR is required to boost the di-top squark system in 

the transverse plane. 
#  signal regions are separated into windows based on ranges of                                   .   

Z ! ⌫⌫̄

m(t̃1) ⇡ m(t) +m(�̃0
1)

tt̄

RISR ⌘ Emiss
T

pISR
T

⇡ m�̃0
1

mt̃

No significant excess has been observed. 

mi=0,1

jet,R=1.2

Top candidate if                        . mi=0,1

jet,R=1.2
> 120 GeV

Processes:                   [3] t̃1 ! t�̃0
2/t̃2 ! h/Zt̃1

!  R-parity conservation is assumed  
!  The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable 
!  The lightest neutralino is the  LSP  
!  Signal models: 

"    
 
 
 

"    
 
 

"    
 
 

!  Final state characterized by: 
"  large missing transverse energy 
"  b-jets 

t̃1 ! t�̃0
2

,! Z�̃0
1 (BR=0.5)

,! h�̃0
1 (BR=0.5)

t̃2 ! Zt̃1

,! t�̃0
1

t̃2 ! ht̃1

,! t�̃0
1

�M(t̃2, t̃1) = 180 GeV

Two different analysis strategies targeting the scenarios where: 
 
"  Z boson is produced: 

#   at least three leptons (electrons or muons); 
#   at least one same-flavour opposite-sign lepton pair 

whose invariant mass is compatible with the Z boson 
(                                ); 

#   at least one b-tagged jet. 
 

 

"  Higgs boson is produced:  
#  one or two leptons (electrons or muons); 
#  at least 4 b-tagged jets; 
#  the pair of b-tagged jets with the smallest angular 

distance is required to have an invariant mass 
consistent with the Higgs boson mass 
(                                 ). 

|mll �mZ | < 15 GeV

|mbb �mh| < 15 GeV

No significant excess has been observed. 

Processes:         [4] t̃1 ! q̄j q̄k

!  R-parity is not conserved    
!  The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is unstable 
!  The lightest top squark is the  LSP  
!  Baryon number is not conserved  
!  Final state characterized by: 

"  four jets forming two pairs, originating 
from a pair of equal mass resonance. 

The two jets pairs are identified by minimizing  the following 
quantity: 
 
 
 
where     is the angular distance between the  two jets for 
the ith pair.  

Discriminant variables: 
"  average mass, mavg, of the two resonance 

candidates; 
"  mass asymmetry between the two resonance 

candidates |m1-m2|/(m1+m2);  
"  cosine of the angle formed by the two resonances 

and the beamline in their centre of mass frame  

X

i=1,2

|�Ri � 1|

�Ri

Two different analysis strategies:  
"  inclusive selection:  

#  at least 4 jets 
 
 
 

 
"  b-tagged selection:  

#  at least  4 jets 
#  At least 2 b-tagged jet 

No significant excess has been observed. 

Fermions-Bosons Symmetry [1]: 
"  bosonic SUSY partner for each chiral component of 

the SM fermions (squarks, sleptons); 
"  Fermionic SUSY partner for each SM boson (gauginos); 
"  2 Higgs doublets are introduced, together with their 

SUSY partners (Higgsinos). 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking leads to particles mixing: 
$  4 neutral mass eigenstates, neutralinos, are obtained from neutral Higgsinos and gauginos mixing 

(                                     ); 
$  2 charged eigenstates, charginos, are obtained from charged Higgsinos and gauginos mixing 
    (                             ); 
$  Elements from (        ), (         ) and  (         ) mix to obtain: 

•                          ;        
•                   ; 
•                         . 

�̃0
i=1,2,3,4[m�̃0

1
< m�̃0

2
< m�̃0

3
< m�̃0

4
]

t̃L, t̃R b̃L, b̃R ⌧̃L, ⌧̃R

⌧̃i=1,2[m⌧̃1 < m⌧̃2 ]
b̃i=1,2[mb̃1

< mb̃2
]

t̃i=1,2[mt̃1 < mt̃2 ]

 SUSY particles mass and mixing angles 
are free parameters for the theory 

Arranged with cylindrical  
symmetry and hermetic coverage.  

~Emiss
t = �(

X
P e
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X
Pµ
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X
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X
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t +

X
P jets
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X
P soft
t )

Missing transverse momentum (   ) 
coming from undetected particles 
(neutrinos or other undetectable 
neutral SUSY particles, like 
neutralinos), used for Missing 
Transverse Energy (         ) definition.  ~Emiss

t

~Pt

All results here shown are obtained using the full dataset 2015+2016 
from LHC p-p collisions at √s = 13 TeV 

�̃±
i=1,2[m�̃±

1
< m�̃±

2
]



STRONG PRODUCTION 

Strong limits on gluino 
and squark production

Focus is shifting to 
difficult/unusual models, 
advanced analysis 
techniques, and 
combinations  

19



ATLAS STOP 1L
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2nd ATLAS paper with full run 
2 dataset targeting stop pair 
production in 1 lepton channel 

Neural Networks to 
reconstruct top hadronic 
decays and S/B separation 

Optimization for smaller 
Δm(t,χ) 

Combination with 0L channel

~~

arXiv:2401.13430 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13430


CMS STEALTH SUSY

Hidden sector with 
nearly degenerate singlet 
S and singlino S, decay 

has little pTmiss 
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Limits on gluino and squark

arXiv:2310.03154 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.03154


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 
Target : Signature :

3 leptons from W,Z decays  

2,3,4,5+ jets with/wo b-tagged jets 
(8 channels)

Large ST (sum of scalar 
momenta)  

Wino χχ production LSP

RPV decay

PAS-SUS-23-015 New!
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https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 

Background MC (WZ+jets, 
ttZ+jets) corrected with jet scaling 
factors measured in data  

23

Measure jet scaling in Z+jets events  

PAS-SUS-23-015 New!

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 

Background MC (WZ+jets, 
ttZ+jets) corrected with jet scaling 
factors measured in data  

24

3 lepton selection wo corrections,  
showing excess

PAS-SUS-23-015 New!

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 

Background MC (WZ+jets, 
ttZ+jets) corrected with jet scaling 
factors measured in data  

25

3 lepton selection with corrections,  
no excess

PAS-SUS-23-015 New!

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 
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PAS-SUS-23-015 

channels wo b-jets channels with b-jets

New!

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


CMS NEW RPV RESULT 
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PAS-SUS-23-015 New!

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-23-015/index.html


ELECTROWEAK PRODUCTION

Limits from combination of several analyses. 
28

arXiv:2402.01888 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.01888


COMPRESSED SPECTRA
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Other difficult case : EWK production + compressed mass 
spectrum

Bino, negligible cross 
section at LHC

Higgsino, small cross 
section and compressed 

mass spectrum

Wino, small cross 
section because heavy

Observed but very 
similar to SM Higgs

Might be in reach, 
depending on tan 
beta and decays to 

SUSY particles



ATLAS DISPLACED TRACK

~

30

For ΔM(χ ,χ0) =0.5 GeV, c  = 4 mm± τ

1 jet with pT > 250 GeV

pTmiss > 600 GeV

1 track with 2 < pT < 5 GeV 
and significance of impact 
parameter S(d0) > 8

arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


ATLAS DISPLACED TRACK

~

31

QCD tracks (Mostly from Z νν events) estimated with 
data driven method : Sd0 shape is the same in 0L and 1L (W
μν events) control selection 

Tracks from W ν events : MC normalized to control 
region at higher track pT

→

→
→τ

arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


ATLAS DISPLACED TRACK

~

32

Two bins in Sd0 
(sensitive to lower/
higher Δm)
No excess in either

arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


ATLAS DISPLACED TRACK

~

33

arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


CONCLUSIONS

We haven’t found it. Yet

Stay tuned !
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LHC is providing 
more data and we keep 
looking in many places 



BACKUP
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…with a few exceptions that gives us hope, but are not yet 
confirmed as definitely coming from non-SM physics 



S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018 

DM production best channel when DM mass < 0.5 mediator mass and gSM << gDM 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/


S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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CMS DM summary plots 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-018/


DM SUMMARY PLOTS

1

2

3

4
5



ATLAS AND SD DIRECT SEARCHES



ATLAS AND SI DIRECT SEARCHES



S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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CMS DM summary plots 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots


S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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CMS DM summary plots 
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 DM = 2 mmedm
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g
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l
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Preliminary

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots


S-CHANNEL SPIN 1 MEDIATOR
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CMS DM summary plots 
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots


CMS LIMITS RECASTED IN SD-MASS 
PLANE

45

CMS DM summary plots 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots


CMS LIMITS RECASTED IN SI-MASS 
PLANE
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CMS DM summary plots 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#DM_summary_plots


MONOTOP CONTROL AND VALIDATION REGIONS

arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


MONOTOP VALIDATION REGIONS

arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


MONOTOP SIGNAL REGIONS DISTRIBUTIONS 
(SCALAR BDT)

arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


MONOTOP SIGNAL REGIONS DISTRIBUTIONS 
(VECTOR BDT)

arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


MONOTOP INTERPRETATIONS
arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


MONOTOP VECTOR LIMITS
arXiv:2402.16561

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16561


ATLAS DIJET MODEL IND. LIMITS

53

arXiv:2403.08547

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.08547


CMS JET RESONANCE SEARCH

Data scouting : events 
saved with trigger objects 
only to allow much higher 
rates 

Looking for resonance in 
boosted jet mass (2j, 3J 
channels) and resolved tri-
jet mass.  

Interpreted for RPV 
gluino, squark, higgsino 
decays

CMS-PAS-EXO-21-004 

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-21-004/index.html


CMS JET RESONANCE SEARCH
CMS-PAS-EXO-21-004 

2 jet boosted 3 jets boosted 3 jet resolved

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-21-004/index.html


CMS JET RESONANCE SEARCH
CMS-PAS-EXO-21-004 

3 jets boosted
limits

3 jets resolved
limits

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-21-004/index.html


S-CHANNEL SCALAR MEDIATOR
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S-CHANNEL PSEUDOSCALAR MEDIATOR



ATLAS STOP 1L

59

2nd ATLAS paper with full 
run 2 dataset targeting stop 
pair production in 1 lepton 
channel 

Neural Networks to 
reconstruct top hadronic 
decays and S/B separation 

Optimization for smaller 
Δm(t,χ) 

Combination with 0L 

~~

arXiv:2401.13430 
DM

DM

Pseudoscalar limits in backup

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13430


SUPERSYMMETRY
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Dark Matter 
candidate ✔

EWK scale 
naturalness ✔

Explanation for 
muon g-2 ✔

Observed at LHC ✖



CMS STEALTH SUSY

Background from ST template in bins of Njets, estimated from Njets=2 
data plus MC corrections

61



CMS RPV NEW RESULT

62



CMS GMSB
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CMS WINO BINO ANALYSES
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CMS COMPRESSED
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Wino NSLP, Bino LSP



CMS SLEPTONS
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ATLAS WINO BINO (WZ MODEL)
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ATLAS WINO BINO (WZ MODEL)
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ATLAS WINO BINO (WH MODEL)
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ATLAS HIGGSINO GRAVITINO
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ELECTROWEAK PRODUCTION

Scan of the MSSM 
parameters 

Weaker limits than 
Simplified Models 

Good 
complementarity with 
direct production
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ELECTROWEAK PRODUCTION

Scan of the MSSM 
parameters shows 
weaker limits than 
Simplified Models and 
good complementarity 
with direct production
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arXiv:2402.08347 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.08347


DISPLACED TRACK VALIDATION REGIONS
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


DISPLACED TRACK VALIDATION REGIONS
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


DISPLACED TRACK SYSTEMATICS
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


DISPLACED TRACK SR PT TRACK
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


DISPLACED TRACK SR MET
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046


DISPLACED TRACK EVENT DISPLAY
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arXiv:2401.14046

https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14046

